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RESUMEN

Queremos llamar la atención sobre las diferencias sistemáticas locales que
aparecen en los movimientos propios derivados de posiciones 2MASS cuando se
comparan con otros catálogos astrométricos como UCAC4, SPM4 y USNO-B1.
Se demuestra que efectivamente 2MASS causa estos efectos sistemáticos en los
movimientos propios de PPMXL y URAT1. También se muestra que usando posi-
ciones 2MASS rectificadas con respecto a UCAC4 se elimina el patrón sistemático
de los movimientos propios de URAT1. Por lo tanto proponemos el uso de las
posiciones de 2MASS rectificadas con respecto a UCAC4 para la determinación de
movimientos propios libres de los efectos sistemáticos de 2MASS.

ABSTRACT

We want to draw attention to local systematic differences that appear in
the proper motions derived from 2MASS positions when they are compared with
other astrometric catalogs such as UCAC4, SPM4 and USNO-B1. It is shown that
2MASS effectively causes these systematic effects in the proper motions of PPMXL
and URAT1. Also it is shown that using 2MASS positions rectified with respect
to UCAC4 the systematic pattern of the proper motions of URAT1 is eliminated.
Therefore, we propose the use of rectified 2MASS positions in order to derive proper
motions free from 2MASS systematics.

Key Words: astrometry — catalogs — proper motions — methods: data analysis
— methods: miscellaneous

1. INTRODUCTION

Important efforts have been made in order to de-
termine proper motions with the highest accuracy
because they provide valuable information for many
astronomical matters, for instance the determina-
tion of membership probabilities of stars to clusters
(Kharchenko et al. 2012), the separation of nearby
stellar populations from more distant objects by
measuring their tangential motion on the sky, the
investigation of kinematically distinct populations
within our Galaxy (Theissen et al. 2016), the ac-
curate astrometry of asteroids (Tholen et al. 2013),
and the subsequent determination of their orbital el-
ements (Farnocchia et al. 2015).

The usual way to obtain the proper motion of a
star consists in a linear fitting to a set of positions for
different epochs with the largest possible time span.
This requires having accurate stellar positions if one

1Observatorio Astronómico de Córdoba (OAC), Argentina.
2Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas y

Técnicas, Argentina.

wants to get accurate proper motions. These optimal
requirements are not always fulfilled: the positions of
faint stars are not the most accurate, and the epochs
of available all-sky catalogs are not well separated in
time.

There are some astrometric all-sky surveys that
provide the proper motions of bright stars (m

∼
<16)

with high accuracy
∼
< 4mas yr−1: Hipparcos (Per-

ryman et al. 1997), Tycho2 (Hog et al. 2000) and
UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013). Other catalogs that
provide proper motions reaching fainter stars use the
2MASS All-Sky Catalog of Point Sources (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) as one source of astrometric positions
since, in addition to providing all-sky coverage, it is a
homogeneously constructed catalog, it is dense (more
than 10000 sources deg−2 on average) and deep, its
completeness is > 99% for sources with S/N > 10
in any one band, and the astrometric accuracy is
<100mas for Ks<14. Therefore, 2MASS seems to be
a good choice as a reference catalog, but it was cre-
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ated as an all-sky infrared source catalog and not as
an astrometric catalog. As a consequence, it inadver-
tently includes severe high spatial frequency system-
atic errors in its positions as shown in Bustos Fierro
& Calderón (2016) (hereafter cited as BF&C16) with
characteristic length-scales ≈ 5 to ≈ 8 arcminutes.
The amplitudes of the observed systematic differ-
ences with astrometric catalogs such as UCAC4 and
SPM4 (Girard et al. 2011) are hundreds of milliarc-
seconds, which are well above the 2MASS dispersion
given by the authors of this catalog (≈80mas).

If proper motions were derived from the 2MASS
positions, these systematic differences would cause
systematic errors in the resulting proper motions.
This is the case of the proper motions in the cat-
alog PPMXL (Roeser et al. 2010) and more re-
cently in the catalog URAT1 (Zacharias et al. 2015).
Although other authors have studied the system-
atic differences in positions and proper motions of
PPMXL with other astrometric catalogs, Chesley
et al. (2010), Farnocchia et al. (2015), Vityazev &
Tsvetkov (2015), they searched for large scale sys-
tematics (length-scales ∼1◦) and therefore the high
spatial frequency systematics that are analyzed in
this work were not noticed before.

2. COMPARISON OF PROPER MOTIONS

In order to find evidence of the suspected sys-
tematics we have compared the proper motions in
catalogs derived from the 2MASS positions, namely
PPMXL and URAT1, with other proper motions
that were not derived from the 2MASS positions,
namely the astrometric catalogs UCAC4, SPM4 and
USNO-B1 (Monet et al. 2003).

The comparisons were performed in square fields
of 3◦×3◦ that were previously analyzed in BF&C16
in order to evaluate systematic differences in the
2MASS positions with respect to UCAC4. In this
work we selected the two fields with the highest
densities, one in the northern hemisphere: Zone1
(RA 70.572◦, DEC 22.587◦); and the other in the
southern hemisphere: Zone1+180 (RA 249.555◦,
DEC − 21.223◦).

2.1. Zone1

This field in the northern hemisphere is covered
by two catalogs with proper motions derived from
the 2MASS positions: PPMXL and URAT1. These
proper motions were compared with the ones from
UCAC4 that are independent of 2MASS. In BF&C16
it was noticed that the systematic differences in the
positions depending on RA are more easily recog-
nizable than those depending on DEC. Therefore,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. (a) Differences of positions 2MASS−UCAC4 in
mas from BF&C16 (by permission from RMxAA). (b)
Differences of proper motions PPMXL−UCAC4. (c) Dif-
ferences of proper motions URAT1−UCAC4. (d) Differ-
ences of proper motions URAT1−USNO-B1.

only the differences depending on RA will be shown
in this work. In order to evaluate if there exists
any correspondence between the systematic differ-
ences in proper motions and the previously found
systematic differences in positions we reproduce Fig-
ure 3(a) from BF&C16 as Figure 1(a). In all the
figures shown hereafter there are arrows numbered 1
through 4 pointing to some characteristic features of
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LOCAL SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENCES IN PROPER MOTIONS 415

Fig. 2. Differences of proper motions PPMXL−URAT1.

the systematics that are easily recognized. All the
proper motions and their differences are expressed in
mas yr−1.

Figure 1(b) shows the differences between the
proper motions in RA in PPMXL and UCAC4. Here
it is possible to appreciate a high spatial frequency
systematic pattern in the proper motions whose ap-
pearance corresponds roughly to that found in the
2MASS positions. Besides this correspondence the
positions of the features that are pointed with arrows
numbered 1 to 4 match in all the panels of Figure 1.

Figure 1(c) shows the differences between the
proper motions in RA in URAT1 and UCAC4. Also
in this figure it is possible to appreciate a high spatial
frequency systematic pattern in the proper motions
whose features match those found in the 2MASS po-
sitions. In this comparison the signs of the features
in the URAT1 proper motions are inverted with res-
pect to those in the 2MASS positions because of
the use of 2MASS as the first epoch, unlike in PP-
MXL where 2MASS is used as the last epoch. It
is worth noting that the systematic differences in
2MASS positions introduce systematic differences in
proper motions that are larger in URAT1 than in
PPMXL due to the smaller epoch difference and the
use of only two epochs in URAT1. For example,
an error of 200mas in the position of 2MASS will
produce an error of 15mas yr−1 in a proper motion
determined with two epochs separated by about 13
years, as can be seen in the feature number 2.

Figure 1(d) shows the differences between the
proper motions in RA in URAT1 and USNO-B1. As
in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) it is possible to appreciate
a high spatial frequency systematic pattern in the
proper motions whose features match those found
in the 2MASS positions. In a similar manner to
Figure 1(c) the sign of the features in the URAT1
proper motions are inverted with respect to those in
the 2MASS positions because of the use of 2MASS
as the first epoch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Differences of positions 2MASS−UCAC4 in
mas from BF&C16 (by permission from RMxAA). (b)
Differences of proper motions PPMXL−UCAC4. (c) Dif-
ferences of proper motions PPMXL−SPM4.

As an additional confirmation that the system-
atic differences found in the proper motions are
caused by the 2MASS positions, we subtracted the
proper motions in URAT1 from the ones in PPMXL.
Since 2MASS is the last epoch in PPMXL and the
first epoch in URAT1, this subtraction is expected
to enhance the systematic pattern. This occurs in
fact, as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Zone1+180

This zone is located in the southern hemisphere.
Unlike Zone1 this field is covered by only one cat-
alog with proper motions derived from the 2MASS
positions, PPMXL. These proper motions were com-
pared with the ones from UCAC4 and SPM4 that are
independent of 2MASS positions. In order to eval-
uate if there exists any correspondence between the
systematic differences in proper motions and the pre-
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Fig. 4. Differences of proper motions SPM4−UCAC4.

viously found systematic differences in positions, in
Figure 3(a) we reproduce Figure 7 (upper-left) from
BF&C16.

Figure 3(b) shows the differences between the
proper motions in RA in PPMXL and UCAC4. In
a similar way to Zone1, here it is possible to appre-
ciate a systematic pattern that corresponds to that
found in the 2MASS positions, as well as the match
of the positions of the features pointed with arrows
in all the panels of Figure 3.

Figure 3(c) shows the differences between the
proper motions in RA in PPMXL and SPM4. Also
in this figure it is possible to appreciate a behav-
ior similar to that shown in Figure 3(b). Although
the great number of points in this plot makes the
pointed features less noticeable, they are still clearly
recognizable.

Figure 4 displays the differences between the
proper motions in RA in SPM4 and UCAC4 which
do not show the systematic pattern previously found.
For instance, in the positions pointed by the arrows
the features that were clearly noticed in the previ-
ous comparisons are not seen. This provides an ad-
ditional confirmation that the patterns found in the
previous comparisons are due to the use of 2MASS
positions for the determination of proper motions in
PPMXL. It is worth noting that the small disper-
sion of these differences (median absolute deviation
2mas yr−1) shows the excellent agreement between
the proper motions in these catalogs.

3. PROPER MOTIONS DERIVED FROM
RECTIFIED 2MASS

As concluded in BF&C16, the 2MASS catalog
rectified with the method proposed in that work,
hereafter mentioned as Rectified 2MASS or 2MASSr,
can be regarded as an extension of UCAC4 with
negligible systematic errors. Therefore, it is better
suited for the determination of proper motions.

With the aim of profiting from the high density
and depth of 2MASS as well as the small random er-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Differences of proper motions
2MrUR1−UCAC4. (b) Differences of proper mo-
tions 2MrUR1−USNO-B1.

rors of its positions for the determination of proper
motions free from their local systematic errors, we
recalculated the proper motions in Zone1 using first
epoch positions from 2MASSr instead of 2MASS,
and second epoch positions from URAT1. We call
these proper motions µα(2MrUR1), µδ(2MrUR1)
and they are defined by:

µα(2MrUR1) =
(αURAT1 − α2MASSr)cosδ

EpochURAT1 − Epoch2MASS

µδ(2MrUR1) =
δURAT1 − δ2MASSr

EpochURAT1 − Epoch2MASS

In order to evaluate if the proper motions cal-
culated this way are free from the local systematic
differences previously found, we computed the dif-
ferences between them and the proper motions in
UCAC4 and USNO-B1. These differences are shown
in Figure 5, where it can be seen that the systematic
differences are greatly reduced when compared with
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) which correspond to the same
zone; see for instance the positions pointed by the
arrows.

4. CONCLUSIONS

By comparing proper motions of catalogs
PPMXL and URAT1, which use 2MASS positions
in order to derive proper motions, with those of
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UCAC4, SPM4, and USNO-B1, which do not use
2MASS to derive the proper motions, we have proved
that those of PPMXL and URAT1 are strongly
affected by the systematic differences in positions
observed in 2MASS in Bustos Fierro & Calderón
(2016). It is more noticeable in URAT1 than in
PPMXL because in the first catalog the proper mo-
tions were calculated with only two epochs -one of
them 2MASS- which are less than fifteen years apart,
while in the last one the proper motions were calcu-
lated with several epochs, which reduces the weight
of the 2MASS positions.

We have shown that using Rectified 2MASS as
first epoch and URAT1 as second epoch for the de-
termination of proper motions, in a similar way to
the determination in URAT1, the systematic effects
become negligible. Therefore, we propose the use of
Rectified 2MASS (the all-sky catalog is in prepara-
tion, to be available late 2016) instead of 2MASS
without rectification in order to derive proper mo-
tions free from the local systematics due to 2MASS
positions.

This publication makes use of data products from
the Two Micron All Sky Survey, which is a joint
project of the University of Massachusetts and the
Infrared Processing and Analysis Center/California
Institute of Technology, funded by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
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